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Objective: To explore the effects of dendritic cells (DC)-cytokine induced killer cells (CIK)
treatment on T lymphocyte subsets and cytokines in patients with advanced colorectal
cancer. Methods: A total of 84 cases patients with advanced colorectal cancer were divided
into two groups according to random number table method, each 42 cases, both two groups
were given FOLFOX scheme chemotherapy, on the basis, the observation group were given
supplementary DC-CIK treatment, compared the T lymphocy te subgroup: CD3+, CD4+,
CD8+, CD4+/CD8+, Th1 cytokines, interleukin-2 (IL-2) and interferon gamma-γ (FN-γ),
Th2 cytokines: interleukin 6 (IL-6), interleukin 4 (IL-4) of the two groups before and after
treatment. Results: Compared with before treatment, the CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+/CD8+, Th1
cytokines IL-2 and IFN-γ in observation group were significantly higher than after treatment
, the CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+/CD8+, Th1 cytokines IL-2 and IFN-γ in control group were
significantly lower than after treatment, and the differences were all statistically significant;
The CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+/CD8+, Th1 cytokines IL-2 and IFN-γ in observation group after
treatment were significantly higher than those in control group after treatment with statistical
difference; CD8+, Th2 cytokines IL-4, IL-6 in two groups had no statistical significance before
and after treatment. Conclusion: Chemotherapy can cause the immune function restrained in
patients with advanced colorectal cancer, and DC-CIK supplementary therapy can significantly
improve the immune function, enhance the anti tumor immune responses.
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1. Introduction
Colorectal cancer is a malignant tumors with high incidence,
clinical often take chemotherapy for advanced patients who had
lost the opportunity of surgical treatment, but the toxic side effects
of chemotherapy may affect the body's immune function[1-3].
Biological therapy is the fourth treatment after the surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy and has aroused wide attention
clinically[4-6]. Adoptive immunotherapy (ACI) is that autologous or
allogeneic immune cells by in vitro activation and then infusion in
patients to achieve the goal of killing tumor cells in the body[7,8]. At
present, the more application was Dendritic cells (DC) combined
with cytokine induced killer cells (CIK) [9-11]. Our study aims
to observe the effects of DC-CIK on T lymphocyte subsets and
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cytokines in patients with advanced colorectal cancer.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Clinical data
Chose 84 cases patients with colorectal cancer who admitted in
the Department of oncology, the Fifth People's Hospital of Qinghai
Province from August 2014 to August 2015 as the research object.
Inclusion criteria: ①Diagnosis by cytology or pathology; ②TNM
stage III to IV; ③KPS score ≧70 points; ④Expected survival time
≧6 months; ⑤With normal function of liver, heart, kidney and
other organs. Exclusion criteria: ①Combined with other tumor;
②Combined with immune and blood system diseases; ③Combined
with serious infection, pneumonia, acute or chronic inflammatory
diseases; ④Recent use of immune suppressive agents; ⑤Cannot
tolerate chemotherapy. 84 cases patients were randomly divided
into two groups, each 42 cases. In the observation group, male 24
cases, female 18 cases; Age from 38 to 70 years old, and the median
age was 56 years; 22 cases region in colon and 20 cases in rectum;
TNM stage III in 28 cases and Ⅳ in 14 cases. In the control group,
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male 26 cases, female 16 cases; Age from 37 to 67 years old, and
the median age was 54 years; 21 cases region in colon and 21 cases
in rectum; TNM stage III in 30 cases and Ⅳ in 12 cases. There had
no significant differences in the general information between the
two groups and were comparable. The study was approved by the
hospital ethics committee, all subjects were informed and agreed to
participate in the research.

2.2 Treatment methods
Both two groups patients were given chemotherapy, using
FOLFOX scheme, specifically: the first days, intravenous injection
of 85 mg/m2 oxaliplatin, 200 mg/m2 Calcium Folinate and 200 mg/
m2 5-fluorouracil. The First and second day, intravenous injection
of 600 mg/m2 5-fluorouracil for 22 h, two weeks a chemotherapy
once, two times a course , total 6 courses. On the basis of this, the
observation group patients were given supplementary DC-CIK
treatment, collected Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
from peripheral blood, DC-CIK cells were cultured in the laboratory
and were confirmed to be mature DC-CIK cells by Flow cytometry.
After passing the test, DC-CIK cells were infusion in patients, once
a month, a total 4-6 times.

2.3 Observation indexes
2.3.1 T lymphocyte subsets

3 mL peripheral blood were collected before and after treatment.
T lymphocyte subsets CD3+, CD4+, CD8+ and CD4+/CD8+ were
detected by flow cytometry (FC 500 flow cytometry, Beckman
Coulter, Germany).

2.3.2 Cytokines

3 mL peripheral blood were collected before and after treatment.
Centrifugal separation of serum, Th1 cytokines interleukin 2 (IL-2),
interferon gamma (IFN-γ) and Th2 cytokines interleukin 6 (IL-6),
interleukin 4 (IL-4) were detected by enzyme linked immunosorbent
method (ELISA), the kits were purchased from the BD company
(United States).

2.4 Statistical treatment
Using SPSS 19.0 software for statistical analysis, the measurement
data were expressed by (Mean ± SD), the data were compared by
the T test, P<0.05 was considered the difference to be statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison the changes of T lymphocyte subsets of the
two groups before and after treatment
Before treatment, there had no significant difference in T
lymphocyte subsets between the observation and the control
group (P>0.05), after treatment, CD3+, CD4+ and CD4+/CD8+ in
the observation group were significantly higher than those before
treatment, and CD3+, CD4+ and CD4+/CD8+ in the control group
were significantly lower than those before treatment, and the
differences were statistically significant (P<0.05); CD3+, CD4+ and
CD4+/CD8+ in the observation group were significantly higher than
those in the control group after treatment (P< 0.05); There had no
significant change in CD8+ level between the two groups before and
after treatment (P>0.05), see table 1.

3.2 Comparison the changes of Th1 and Th2 cytokines of the
two groups before and after treatment
Before treatment, there had no significant difference in Th1 and
Th2 cytokines between the observation and the control group
(P>0.05), after treatment, Th1 cytokines IFN-γ and IL-2 in the
observation group were significantly higher than those before
treatment, and Th1 cytokines IFN-γ and IL-2 in the control group
were significantly lower than those before treatment, and the
differences were statistically significant (P<0.05); Th1 cytokines
IFN-γ and IL-2 in the observation group were significantly higher
than those in the control group after treatment (P< 0.05); There had
no significant changes in Th2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-6 between the
two groups before and after treatment (P>0.05), see table 2.

4. Discussions
Epidemiological data showed that the incidence of colorectal cancer
had risen to fifth and the mortality rate was sixth in the world[12].
More than 1/4 patients were advanced patients who had lost the
chance of surgery, and more than half of the patients with recurrence
and metastasis within 5 years after surgical treatment[13]. Therefore
colorectal cancer need comprehensive treatment mode. For advanced
patients, although a new generation of chemotherapy drugs like
oxaliplatin improves the chemotherapy efficiency, but the drugs will
cause damage to normal cells when killing tumor cells. In addition,
chemotherapy only killing a certain number and proportion of tumor
cells, and cannot completely remove the tiny lesions. Studies also
found that chemotherapy can cause a transient immune suppression

Table 1
Comparison the changes of T lymphocyte subsets of the two groups before and after treatment.
Group
Observation

n
42

Control

42

Time
Before treatment
After treatment
Before treatment
After treatment

CD3+ (%)
67.65±5.32
74.42±5.58ab
66.94±5.21
61.18±5.80a

CD4+ (%)
40.23±3.69
45.94±3.58ab
39.68±3.77
34.68±3.25a

CD8+ (%)
27.43±2.91
29.08±2.66
27.31±2.88
26.86±2.72

CD4+/CD8+
1.47±0.20
1.58±0.23ab
1.45±0.22
1.29±0.21a

Ps: Compared with before treatment, aP＜0.05; Compared with the control group after treatment, bP＜0.05.
Table 2
Comparison the changes of Th1 and Th2 cytokines of the two groups before and after treatment (ng/L).
Group

n

Time

Observation

42

Control

42

Before treatment
After treatment
Before treatment
After treatment

Th1
IFN-γ
7.62±1.33
10.56±2.26ab
7.59±1.26
5.38±0.67a

Th2
IL-2
8.09±1.40
11.18±2.24ab
8.13±1.35
6.04±1.00a

Ps: Compared with before treatment, aP＜0.05; Compared with the control group after treatment, bP＜0.05.

IL-4
2.86±0.56
2.80±0.49
3.01±0.54
2.93±0.52

IL-6
2.74±0.48
2.71±0.46
2.80±0.50
2.79±0.51
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and effect anti tumor immune function.
Cellular immunity is the main power of anti tumor immunity, and
the levels of cytokines and T lymphocyte subsets are the major
indexes. T lymphocyte subsets mainly divided into CD4+ and CD8+
according to different functions, both two categories including
immune suppressive cells and anti tumor immune cells; CD3+
represents the mature T cells and reflects the immune function[14].
CD3+ and CD4+/CD8+ keep in balance in normal body, the broken
CD4 +/CD8 + balance or the decreased total number of T cells
represent the reduced immune function of the body[15]. CD4+ cells
can secrete Th0, Th1 and Th2 three different cytokines, Th0 is the
immature precursor cells and finally differentiate into Th1 and Th2
cells, Th1 cells mainly secrete IFN-γ and IL-2, which can enhance
the immune activity of killer cells and has a positive regulatory
immune function[16]; Th2 cells mainly secrete IL-4, IL-6 and has
a negative regulatory immune function. Th1/Th2 keep a relative
balance in normal people, but Th1 "drift" to Th2 in patients with
colorectal cancer, it increase the negative immune regulatory factors,
influence the scavenging effect of the immune system on tumor
cells[17]. Our study found that in the control group with conventional
chemotherapy, CD3+, CD4+, CD4+/CD8+ and Th1 cytokines IFN-γ,
IL-2 were significantly lower compared with those before treatment,
and the differences were statistical significance while CD8+ and Th2
cytokines IL-4, IL-6 had no significant differences, which further
proved that chemotherapy can kill the normal cells of the body and
cause anti tumor cell immune function damage, represent for the
decreased positive immune regulatory factor and total number of T
cells, and the imbalance of CD4+/CD8+.
(ACI) is that autologous or allogeneic immune cells by in vitro
activation and then infusion in patients to achieve the goal of killing
tumor cells in the body. DC and CIK are the two most powerful
kinds of antigen presenting cells, DC can induce antigen-specific
cytotoxic T lymphocyte reaction and let the effective T cells transfer
to tumor site[18]. CIK is a group of heterogeneous cells with a broad
spectrum and a high activity of killing tumor, which can through a
variety of mechanisms directly or indirectly kill tumor cells[19]. We
used DC-CIK treatment for advanced colorectal cancer patients. Our
study found that in the observation group with DC-CIK treatment,
CD3+, CD4+, CD4+/CD8+ and Th1 cytokines IFN-γ, IL-2 were
significantly higher compared with those before treatment and the
control group after treatment, and the differences were statistical
significance. The results showed that DC-CIK treatment could
significantly improve the immune function and enhance the anti
tumor immune response. DC cells can stimulate the initial activation
of T cell proliferation and induce cytotoxic lymphocyte maturation.
CIK can secrete large amounts of Th1 cytokines IFN-γ, IL-2
that can kill autologous tumor cells, enhance immune effector cell
cytotoxicity. Studies have shown that DC-CIK co culture can play a
synergistic role, DC antigen improves and the ability of the immune
response are stimulated, the cytotoxic activity of CIK cells and its
proliferation in vitro and in vivo is strengthened, which can also
promote two cell maturation, when infused into the body of the
patient, they can play a synergistic effect of killing tumor[20,21].
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